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Abstract
A comparative study of five-phase outer-rotor flux-switching permanent magnet (FSPM) machines with
different topologies for in-wheel traction applications is presented in this paper. Those topologies
include double-layer winding, single-layer winding, C-core, and E-core configurations. The
electromagnetic performance in the low-speed region, the flux-weakening capability in the high-speed
region, and the fault-tolerance capability are all investigated in detail. The results indicate that the Ecore FSPM machine has performance advantages. Furthermore, two kinds of E-core FSPM machines
with different stator and rotor pole combinations are optimized, respectively. In order to reduce the
computational burden during the large-scale optimization process, a mathematical technique is
developed based on the concept of computationally efficient finite-element analysis. While a
differential evolution algorithm serves as a global search engine to target optimized designs.
Subsequently, multiobjective tradeoffs are presented based on a Pareto-set for 20 000 candidate
designs. Finally, an optimal design is prototyped, and some experimental results are given to confirm
the validity of the simulation results in this paper.

SECTION I. Introduction
With The ever-increasing demands for energy savings and environmental protections, the electric
vehicle (EV), as a representative of clean-energy mobility options, is drawing more and more
attention [1], [2]. Compared with the traditional EVs driven by differential gears, the directly driven EVs
with in-wheel motors have many merits, e.g., higher control flexibility and higher transmission
efficiency. However, the in-wheel traction concept raises the challenge for the motor design due to the
constrained space and high torque density requirements [3].
Various types of motors have been considered for in-wheel traction applications. Switched reluctance
motors (SRM) have led the way due to their rugged and simple construction, hazard-free operation,
and ability of high-speed operation. However, they are facing a number of drawbacks, such as low
power density, fairly high torque ripple and acoustic noise [4]. Induction motors are widely used due to
their high reliability and low production cost. However, because of their low efficiency, low power
factor, and low inverter-usage factor, induction motors are facing fierce competition from permanent
magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) [5]. In conventional PMSMs, e.g., surface-mounted PMSMs and
interior PMSMs, the PMs are located on the rotor, which suffer from the risk of irreversible
demagnetization (caused by either higher temperatures due to insufficient/ineffective thermal
management and/or faulty conditions) [6]. Flux-switching permanent magnet (FSPM) machines are
regarded as a promising candidate. They have high torque density due to the flux-concentration effect
and the location of PMs on the stator makes them more favorable for thermal management. In
addition, the passive rotor is mechanically simple and robust as in the case of SRMs [7], [8].
Many design variants of FSPM machines have been investigated. For example, compared with the
conventional double-layer winding, FSPM machines with the same stator/rotor pole combinations, the
flux linkage and back-electromotive force (EMF) of machines with single-layer winding are more likely
to be asymmetrical, which can have significant impact on losses and torque ripple [9]. A C-core 6/13

stator/rotor pole FSPM machine with very large slot opening exhibits 40% larger back-EMF and average
torque than those of the conventional 12/10-pole machine, but both the magnetic and electric
loadings of the two motors are different [10]. A modular topology of a FSPM machine was proposed in
reference [11], in which, the PMs in alternate stator pole are removed. Due to the better magnetic
isolation, the self-inductance increases while the mutual inductance decreases, which improves the
fault-tolerance capability. A novel E-core hybrid-excitation FSPM machine was designed and optimized
in [12], the mutual inductance of the two adjacent phases is significantly reduced due to the magnetic
isolation caused by the fault-tolerant teeth of the E-core. On the other hand, the field-excited winding
wound around the fault-tolerant teeth improves the flux-weakening capability. An outer-rotor FSPM
machine with wedge-shaped magnets is presented in [13]. Compared with the rectangular-shaped
magnets machine, its average torque and efficiency have been increased. Even though there is a lot of
work done in this space, there is still a need for more comprehensive, quantitative, “apples-to-apples”
comparison of various FSPM topologies. Moreover, most of the references were focused on threephase machines. It has been shown in the literature that for various machine topologies, the multiphase machines (greater than 3) have advantages in terms of fault-tolerance, reduced torque ripple,
and improved control capabilities [14]–[15][16]. Thus, a comprehensive quantitative comparison and
analysis of multi-phase FSPM machines will be a valuable addition to the body of work that already
exists in the literature.
Large-scale design optimization techniques have been a well-established practice to obtain better
performance in electric machines. Such optimization techniques include two key segments: 1) An
accurate computation model to evaluate the electromagnetic performance subjected to variations in
various design parameters. 2) An optimization algorithm to search for the globally optimal
solution [17]. In terms of the computation model, the recently developed computationally efficient
finite-element analysis (CE-FEA) offers an effective solution for high-fidelity and fast simulation of
three-phase PMSMs [18], [19]. It is very suitable for optimization, particularly large-scale optimization
process, due to the fact that the computational burden is significantly reduced in CE-FEA compared
with the conventional time-stepping FEA (TS-FEA) simulation. However, the present CE-FEA method
will be invalid when the electromagnetic information is asymmetrical. Reference [9] and [20] analyzed
the conditions to obtain symmetrical phase back-EMF waveforms for FSPM machines. It means that for
certain stator/rotor pole combinations, there are even harmonic components in the back-EMF
waveforms, i.e., the waveforms are asymmetrical. Thus, it is imperative to expand the application
scope of the CE-FEA method so that it can cope with machines with even harmonic components.
On the other hand, some optimized FSPM designs have been presented in literature.
Reference [21] analyzed the influence of rotor pole-arc on the performance of a 12/10-pole FSPM
machine. The results show that the optimal rotor pole-arc not only minimized the harmonic
components in the phase back-EMF waveforms, but also reduced the cogging torque as well as
increased the average torque. In [22], a double mechanical port FSPM machine was optimized to
realize the multi-objectives of high torque density, low torque ripple, and low magnetic coupling. In
order to improve the optimization efficiency, a response surface methodology and a genetic algorithm
were applied. In [23], the sequential subspace optimization method was used to obtain the best
performance of a 6/7-pole FSPM machine. The control system was included to have optimum
performance of the entire motor-drive system. However, in the previous optimization studies for FSPM

machines, largely the electromagnetic performance at rated operating point was taken into
consideration, while the performance in the high-speed region was largely ignored.
In this paper, these authors will provide a comprehensive comparison of multi-phase PMSM machines
with different topologies. The comparison will include the electromagnetic performance in the lowspeed region, the flux-weakening performance/capability in the high-speed region, as well as the faulttolerance capability under faulty conditions. Moreover, in order to reduce the computational burden
during the large-scale optimization process, the CE-FEA is expanded for both multi-phase motors and
asymmetrical conditions. Furthermore, a multi-objective optimization is implemented, in which the
performance of the motor in both the low- and high-speed regions are taken into account.

SECTION II. Performance Comparison of Five-Phase FSPM Machines With
Different Topologies
Four typical outer-rotor five-phase FSPM machines are designed and compared in this section. These
include a double- layer winding, a single-layer winding, a C-core, and an E-core types, as shown
in Fig. 1. The double-layer winding topology is the conventional topology in which a nonoverlapping
coil is wound around each stator pole. By contrast, the single-layer winding design uses alternate poles
wound windings. Compared to the C-core motor, an auxiliary fault-tolerant tooth is added to each
stator core in the E-core motor. Their main ratings and design parameters are listed in Table I. It should
be noted that the rotor geometry, the total slot area, and the PM cross-sectional area of the four
motors are the same. In addition, the stator/rotor pole combinations are chosen because these
combinations provide a relatively high winding factor [24].

Fig. 1. Cross-sections of the investigated five-phase FSPM machines. (a) Double-layer winding. (b)
Single-layer Winding. (c) C-core. (d) E-core.
TABLE I Parameters of the Four Investigated Machines
Parameter Value
Parameter
Supply voltage (VDC) 110
Rotor outer radius (mm)
Rated phase current (A) 10
Rotor inner radius (mm)
Rated speed (r/min) 200
Air-gap length (mm)
Number of phases 5
Stator inner radius (mm)
Stator pole number 20/20/10/10
Stack length (mm)

Value
112.5
88.5
0.5
49
85

Rotor pole number 21
Number of turns/phase
92
Winding factor 0.98/0.99/0.95/0.95 PM remanence NdFeB (T) 1.23

A. Electromagnetic Performance in the Low-Speed Region
The air-gap flux density profiles of the four motors under open-circuit condition, while the rotors are
aligned along the d-axis are depicted in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the flux density profiles of doublelayer winding and single-layer winding motors are identical due to the fact that there is no difference
between the two motors under open-circuit condition. In addition, the air-gap flux density profiles of
all case-studies are non-sinusoidal, and the peak values are as high as 2T because of the fluxconcentration effect. The back-EMF waveforms at the speed of 200 r/min and their corresponding
harmonic order components are shown in Fig. 3. This figure indicates that the back-EMF waveforms of
the four topologies are symmetrical without even harmonic components. The fundamental component
of the E-core motor is the highest while that of the double-layer winding motor is the lowest, although
the four motors have the same number of rotor poles and number of turns per phase.

Fig. 2. Radial air-gap flux density.

Fig. 3. Back-EMF and harmonic components.
In the low-speed region, motors for traction applications typically need to produce sufficient constant
average torque 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 to provide enough acceleration and hill-climbing capabilities. Other requirements
include: low cogging torque, 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑔 , low torque ripple, 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒 , and low total harmonic distortion (THD) of
the back-EMF to limit vibrations and acoustic noise, high power factor, 𝑃𝑓 , to improve the utilization of
power converters, high efficiency for energy savings. These performance parameters of the four
motors are summarized in Table II, where 𝑛𝑏 is the corner/base speed at rated voltage and
current, 𝜓𝑚 is the PM flux linkage, and 𝐿𝑑 is the d-axis inductance. It can be seen that the double-layer
winding motor has the lowest PM flux linkage and average torque, highest power factor and efficiency.
The cogging torque of the double-layer winding and single-layer winding motors are the lowest.
Compared to the conventional double-layer winding motor, the single-layer winding motor has higher

PM flux linkage and average torque. The C-core motor has the lowest THD, torque ripple, and power
factor. By contrast, the PM flux linkage and average torque of the E-core motor are the largest, even
though its cogging torque is the highest and efficiency is the lowest. It is interesting to note that by
reducing the number of stator poles, from 20 (double-layer winding motor and single-layer winding
motor) to 10 (C-core motor and E-core motor), the PM flux linkage and average torque increased,
although the winding factor is reduced from 0.98/0.99 to 0.95/0.95. This means that the C-core and Ecore FSPM machines make better use of the available PMs.
TABLE II Performance Parameters of the Four FSPM Machines
Double-layer
𝑁𝑏 (r/ min) 255
𝜓𝑚 (𝑊𝑏)
0.0462
𝑇𝐻𝐷(%) 5.72
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑔 (Nm) 0.12
𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 (Nm) 48.16
𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒 (%)
3.26
𝑃𝑓
0.94
𝐿𝑑 (mH)
1.99
η(%)
92.50

Single-layer
248
0.0467
7.29
0.12
48.49
4.07
0.92
2.46
92.13

C-core
208
0.0525
3.63
0.47
55.12
2.72
0.87
3.04
92.36

E-core
200
0.0559
10.94
0.79
57.91
4.00
0.89
3.33
92.02

The torque versus current profiles of the four motors are shown in Fig. 4. These profiles will help
estimate the overload capability of the various designs. It is clear that the double-layer winding motor
shows the best overload capability while the C-core and E-core motors suffer significantly from
magnetic saturation above 2 pu current. The reason is that the number of turns per coil of the other
three motors are twice that of the double-layer winding motor. This leads to higher armature reaction
flux (on local basis) and therefore they become more deeply saturated at higher current for the same
number of turns per phase.

Fig. 4. Variation of torque with current for the four topologies.

B. Flux-Weakening Capability in the High-Speed Region
The flux-weakening capability is particularly important for motors in traction applications since it
determines loading capability and speed range in the high-speed region. In principle, the motor is
operated in the maximum torque-per-ampere (MTPA) control mode below the corner/base speed.
While it is operated in the flux-weakening control mode above the base speed to achieve wider
constant power-speed range (CPSR). The input current and voltage are limited
by eq. (1) and eq. (2) below, where 𝑖𝑑 , 𝑖𝑞 , 𝐿𝑑 , and 𝐿𝑞 are the d- and q-axis currents and inductances,
respectively, 𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑚 and 𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑚 are the current and voltage limits, ω is the angular speed in electrical
rad/sec. Thus, the motor operates at the intersection of the voltage limit ellipse and the current limit
circle as shown in Fig. 5. The characteristic current, 𝐼𝑐ℎ , is defined by eq. (3). Substituting (3) into (2),
the voltage equation is expressed by eq. (4). As can be seen, the smaller is the current difference
between the characteristic current, 𝐼𝑐ℎ , and the rated current, 𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 , the wider the CPSR could
be [25], [26]. The flux-weakening capability can be evaluated by the flux-weakening coefficient, 𝑘𝑓𝑤 ,
expressed in eq. (5).
2
𝑖𝑑2 + 𝑖𝑞2 ≤ 𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑚
2
(𝜔𝐿𝑑 𝑖𝑑 + 𝜔𝜓𝑚 )2 + (𝜔𝐿𝑞 𝑖𝑞 )2 ≤ 𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑚
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)
𝐼𝑐ℎ = 𝜓𝑚 /𝐿𝑑
2
2
2
(𝑖𝑑 + 𝐼𝑐ℎ ) + (𝐿𝑞 𝑖𝑞 /𝐿𝑑 ) ≤ [𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑚 /(𝜔𝐿𝑑 )]
𝑘𝑓𝑤 = 𝜓𝑚 /(𝜓𝑚 − 𝐿𝑑 𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 )

Fig. 5. Field-weakening control trajectory.
The flux-weakening performance of the four motors including torque and power versus speed under
current and voltage limits are shown in Fig. 6. This figure indicates that the E-core motor exhibits the
best flux-weakening capability, while that of the double-layer winding motor is the weakest. This is due
to the fact that the C-core and E-core motors have relatively high d-axis inductance than the other two
as listed above in Table II.

Fig. 6. Flux-weakening capability of the four motors. (a) Torque vs. speed. (b) Power vs. speed.

C. Fault-Tolerance Capability
Fault-tolerance capability is crucial to continue the operation of such a motor-drive under faulty
conditions. High self-inductance can effectively limit the short-circuit current while low mutual
inductance leads to better magnetic isolation between the various phases. Compared to the
conventional double-layer winding motor, the isolated coils of the single-layer winding are expected to
reduce the magnetic coupling between phases. Similarly, the middle-tooth of the E-core increases the
potential of the physical and magnetic isolation between phases compared to the Ccore. Table III compares the self- and mutual inductances of the four motors. It can be seen that the
self-inductance of the conventional double-layer winding motor is the lowest, even though it has little
mutual inductance. The single-layer motor has the highest self-inductance and relatively low mutual
inductance. Compared to the C-core motor, the E-core motor has higher self-inductance and lower
mutual inductance. The short-circuit currents in case of terminal short circuit are presented in Fig. 7.
This figure shows that the short-circuit current of the single-layer winding motor is the lowest due to
its highest self-inductance.
TABLE III Inductances of the Four FSPM Machines
Inductances(mH) Double-layer Single - layer C-core E-core
𝐿𝐴𝐴
2.36
3.98
3.68
3.76

𝐿𝐴𝐵
𝐿𝐴𝐶
𝐿𝐴𝐷
𝐿𝐴𝐸

0.01
0.12
0.12
0.01

0.06
0.38
0.38
0.06

0.52
1.32
1.32
0.52

0.25
0.68
0.67
0.25

Fig. 7. Short-circuit current.

D. Analysis of Results and Discussion
As mentioned above, the conventional double-layer winding motor has the lowest average torque,
flux-weakening capability, and self-inductance, although its power factor, efficiency, and overload
capability are the highest. By contrast, the single-layer winding motor has slightly higher average
torque, better flux- weakening capability, and the lowest short-circuit current. The average torque and
flux-weakening capability of the C-core motor are improved in comparison with the above two motors.
The E-core motor has the highest average torque, best flux-weakening capability, and relatively better
fault-tolerance capability. Moreover, compared to the C-core motor, the auxiliary fault-tolerant tooth
in the E-core motor is helpful to make better use of the PMs and to improve the flux-weakening
capability and fault-tolerance capability. Therefore, the E-core motor emerges as the best option in
terms of performance and hence is selected to be optimized in the following sections.
According to the conditions for balanced symmetrical back-EMF waveforms in FSPM machines
established in [9], it can be concluded that for E-core five-phase FSPM machines with 10 stator poles,
the back-EMF waveforms of the motors with odd rotor poles are symmetrical without even harmonic
components, but they suffer from unbalanced magnetic force (UMF). On the other hand, those motors
with even rotor poles are asymmetrical although there is no UMF. Thus, both design options will be
further investigated.

SECTION III. Method to Improve Optimization Efficiency
As previously mentioned, in order to reduce the computational burden, the CE-FEA method is used to
evaluate the electromagnetic performance. However, the present CE-FEA method was only
implemented for three-phase symmetrical conditions [18], [19]. Accordingly, this method is
redeveloped here to be applicable for multi-phase (greater than 3) machines, in both the symmetrical

(illustrated by the example of the E-core five-phase 10/21-pole FSPM machine) and the asymmetrical
(illustrated by the example of the E-core five-phase 10/22-pole motor) conditions, respectively.

A. CE-FEA in Symmetrical Condition
In principle, for an m-phase PM machine operating under the condition of symmetrical steady-state
load, m equidistantly spaced samples of the back-EMF are obtained from a single magnetostatic FE
solution, based on the electric circuit symmetry [27]. In addition, based on the half-wave symmetry,
the number of points achieved per solution is doubled. In the case of the five-phase motors, this
symmetry is expressed by eq. (6), which means that 𝑛 × 𝑚 × 2 points can be reconstructed
by n magnetostatic FE solutions. The magnetostatic FE solution is implemented by ANSYS/MAXWELL
software, while the reconstruction is implemented by post-processing in MATLAB software. As well
known, the FE solution in ANSYS/MAXWELL is much more time-consuming than the post-processing in
MATLAB. Therefore, compared with the conventional time-stepping FEA (TS-FEA) simulation, the CEFEA method is much more computationally efficient.
The reconstruction process of the back-EMF waveform and torque profile for an E-core 10/21-pole
FSPM machine are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 8, there are 6 samples
in each phase which are calculated using FE solutions in a region spreading over 36°e. Hence, there are
30 samples in half a cycle of 180°e which are obtained using eq. (6). Finally, the points in the region of
180°–360°e are obtained through the concept of half-wave symmetry. As a result, 60 back-EMF data
points are available from only 6 magnetostatic FE solutions, which indicates that the computational
burden is significantly reduced by up to an order of magnitude. Moreover, the results show satisfactory
agreement between the CE-FEA and TS-FEA computed results. Moreover, based on the Nyquist
criterion/theorem, the maximum harmonic order, nM, that can be rigorously obtained in Fourier
analysis is expressed in eq. (7). This indicates that compared with the three-phase motors, the CE-FEA
method is more efficient in machines with higher numbers than three phases.
𝑒𝑎 (𝜃) = 𝑒𝑎 (𝜃)
𝑒𝑎 (𝜃 + 36∘ ) = −𝑒𝑐 (𝜃)
𝑒𝑎 (𝜃 + 2 × 36∘ ) = 𝑒𝑒 (𝜃)
(6)(7)
𝑒𝑎 (𝜃 + 3 × 36∘ ) = −𝑒𝑏 (𝜃)
𝑒𝑎 (𝜃 + 4 × 36∘ ) = 𝑒𝑑 (𝜃) }
𝑛𝑀 = 𝑚 × 𝑛 − 1

Fig. 8. Reconstruction procedure of back-EMF waveform by 6 FE solutions for the 10/21-p FSPM
machine at the rated speed of 200 r/min.

Fig. 9. Reconstructed torque profile of the 10/21-p motor by CE-FEA with the rated current excitation
(10 A).

B. Condition CE-FEA in Asymmetrical Condition
In the asymmetrical condition, the method based on half-wave symmetry is invalid due to the even
harmonic components present in the back-EMF waveforms. However, the electric circuit is still
symmetrical for different phases, e.g., for the E-core five-phase 10/22-pole FSPM machine, it is
governed by eq. (8). Differing from that in Part A above, n magnetostatic FE solutions
reconstruct 𝑛 × 𝑚 points at most.
𝑒𝑎 (𝜃) = 𝑒𝑎 (𝜃)
𝑒𝑎 (𝜃 + 72∘ ) = 𝑒𝑒 (𝜃)
𝑒𝑎 (𝜃 + 2 × 72∘ ) = 𝑒𝑑 (𝜃) (8)
𝑒𝑎 (𝜃 + 3 × 72∘ ) = 𝑒𝑐 (𝜃)
𝑒𝑎 (𝜃 + 4 × 72∘ ) = 𝑒𝑏 (𝜃)}
As shown in Fig. 10, there are 12 magnetostatic FE solutions which are needed in a region spreading
over 72°e, which yield 60 points covering the entire electric cycle of 360°e using eq. (8). Similarly, the
torque profile is shown in Fig. 11. The TS-FEA results verified the CE-FEA process. By contrast, the
maximum harmonic order resulting from Fourier analysis is governed by eq. (9).

𝑛𝑀 = 𝑚 × 𝑛/2 − 1 (9)

Fig. 10. Reconstruction of back-EMF waveform by 12 FE solutions for the 10/22-p FSPM machine at the
rated speed of 200 r/min.

Fig. 11. Reconstructed torque profile of the 10/22-p motor by CE-FEA with the rated current excitation
(10 A).

SECTION IV. Optimization
As previously discussed, most of the previous design optimization efforts of FSPM machines that exists
in literature largely focused on the low-speed constant-torque region. This will be addressed in this
section. A large-scale automated optimization method that takes both the constant-torque and
constant-power speed range into consideration is implemented for the two case-studies of the E-core
FSPM machines with 10/21-p and 10/22-p combinations, respectively. To reduce the computational
burden, the redeveloped CE-FEA method described in Section III above is utilized to estimate the
electro-magnetic performance, in conjunction with the DE algorithm is implemented to search for the
globally optimal solution.

A. Condition CE-FEA in Asymmetrical Condition
A robust parametric model is developed for the two motors, as shown in Fig. 12. To give a generic
point of view and avoid geometrical conflicts during the optimization procedure, the variables are
defined by ratio expressions as listed in Table IV, where, 𝑅𝑟𝑖 , 𝑅𝑟𝑜 , 𝑅𝑠𝑖 , 𝑅𝑠𝑜 are the inner and outer radii
of the rotor and stator, respectively, ℎ𝑔 is the air gap height, 𝛽𝑡 is the rotor pole-arc width in
degrees, 𝛽𝑏 is the rotor tooth-arc width at the yoke, ℎ𝑟 is the rotor tooth height, 𝛼𝑝𝑚 is the PM arc
width, 𝑙𝑝𝑚 is the PM length, 𝛼𝑡 and 𝛼𝑓 are the stator tooth and fault-tolerant tooth-arc width, ℎ𝑠𝑦 is
the stator yoke height. 𝜏𝑠 and 𝜏𝑟 are the stator and rotor pole pitches (𝜏𝑠 = 360∘ /10; 𝜏𝑟 = 360∘ /21,
for 21-p motor or 360°/22 for 22-p motor).

Fig. 12. Parametric model for the two E-core FSPM machines.
TABLE IV Deign Variables and Their Bounds
Var.
𝑘𝑠𝑖
ℎ𝑔
𝑘𝑟
𝑘𝑟𝑦
𝑘ℎ𝑟

Definition
𝑅𝑟𝑖 /𝑅𝑟𝑜
Fig. 12
𝛽𝑡 /𝜏𝑟
𝛽𝑏 /𝜏𝑟
ℎ𝑟 /(𝑅𝑟𝑜 − 𝑅𝑟𝑖 )

Min
0.7
0.5
0.15
0.15
0.3

Max
0.85
1.2
0.5
0.8
0.7

Var.
𝑘𝑝𝑚
𝑘𝑙𝑝𝑚
𝑘𝑠𝑡
𝑘𝑓𝑡
𝑘𝑠𝑦

Definition
𝛼𝑝𝑚 /𝜏𝑠
𝑙𝑝𝑚 /𝑅𝑠𝑜
𝛼𝑡 /𝜏𝑠
𝛼𝑓 /𝜏𝑠
ℎ𝑠𝑦 /(𝑅𝑠𝑜 − 𝑅𝑠𝑖 )

Min
0.05
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.16

Max
0.15
0.6
0.2
0.2
0.4

B. Design Specification for DE Algorithm
As a metaheuristic search algorithm, DE has outperformed other stochastic optimizers in electric
machine design [28]. Furthermore, the optimal flux-weakening capability occurs when the rated
current, 𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 , is equal to the characteristic current 𝐼𝑐ℎ . It is interesting to note that motors with very
low (close to zero) current difference, also possess a good fault-tolerance capability to limit the steadystate terminal short-circuit current to the rated current, due to the one per-unit value of phase
inductance (effectively the machine characteristic current is equivalent to the symmetrical multi-phase
short-circuit current at the machine terminals) [29], [30]. Therefore, three objectives are given as
follows in order to:
•
•

Maximize the torque density by minimizing the stack length;
Maximize the efficiency given by the expression below:

𝜂 = [𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 /(𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝑃𝐶𝑢 + 𝑃𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 + 𝑃𝐹𝑒 + 𝑃𝑓𝑤 )] × 100% (10)
where, 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the output power, 𝑃𝐶𝑢 , 𝑃𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 , 𝑃𝐹𝑒 , 𝑃𝑓𝑤 are the losses of copper, eddy-current in PMs,
iron core of stator and rotor, as well as friction and windage, respectively. It should be noted
that 𝑃𝐶𝑢 is calculated according to eq. (11). 𝑃𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 and 𝑃𝐹𝑒 are calculated using the PM loss and core
loss models in ref. [18] and [19]. The mechanical loss is estimated based on previous experience with
the 1kW prototype PM machine in ref. [31].
𝑃𝐶𝑢 = 𝑚𝐼 2 𝑅𝑝ℎ (11)
where, m is the number of phases, I is the root-mean-square phase current, 𝑅𝑝ℎ is the phase
resistance. Due to the machine low speed/frequency, AC copper losses are not significant.
•

Maximize the flux-weakening capability and the fault-tolerance capability in the event of
terminal short circuit by minimizing the current difference, 𝐼𝑑𝑖𝑓 , between the rated and
characteristic currents:

𝐼𝑑𝑖𝑓 = |(𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝐼𝑐ℎ )/𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 || (12)
Meanwhile, two constraints are defined as:
•
•

Total harmonic distortion (THD) of the back-EMF, ≤ 20%;
Torque ripple at the rated load condition, 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒 ≤ 5%..

The optimization process is depicted in Fig. 13. There are three main steps in the DE algorithm [32]:
1. Initialization. The first-generation population is randomly initialized using predefined variable
ranges such as those in Table IV above. Their performance metrics are evaluated using the CEFEA method.
2. Crossover and mutation. The new trial vector, ui, is updated by adding the weighted difference
between two population vectors to a third vector based on the crossover and mutation ideas as
follows:
𝑢𝑖 {

𝑥𝑟0 + 𝐹(𝑥𝑟1 − 𝑥𝑟2 ), if [rand(0,1) ≤ 𝐶𝑟 ]
(13)
𝑥𝑖 ,
otherwise.

where, 𝑥𝑟0 , 𝑥𝑟1 , 𝑥𝑟2 are three randomly selected present population members, 𝐹 is the positive real
difference scale factor, 𝐶𝑟 is the predefined crossover probability, 𝑥𝑖 is the parameter of the present
population member.
1. Selection. The trial vector, 𝑢𝑖 , will replace the present member, 𝑥, to enter the next generation,
only if its objective function, 𝑓(𝑢), is better than that of the present member, 𝑓(𝑥).

Fig. 13. Flowchart of the automated optimization process.
During the process, the outer diameter of each candidate is fixed while the stack length is scaled to
achieve the desired torque output rating of 60 Nm output torque at 200 r/min.

C. Analysis of Optimization Results
The DE algorithm generated 20,000 candidates with 200 iterations and 100 designs per generation. The
optimization results of the two motors are shown in Fig. 14. It can be seen that as expected, conflicts
exist between the three objectives. The optimal designs are located within the black circle. Comparison
of the Pareto-optimal set of these objectives for the two motors are performed in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16,
respectively. It can be seen that as the iterations increase, the candidates converge to the Pareto front.
Moreover, designs with better performance for one objective are also located in the better region for
the other objective, which indicates that the DE algorithm works effectively for the fulfilment of
multiple objectives.

Fig. 14. Optimization results. (a) 10/21-p motor. (b) 10/22-p motor.

Fig. 15. Pareto sets for DE optimization of 10/21-p motor. (a) Stack length vs. efficiency. (b) Current
difference vs. efficiency. (c) Current difference vs. stack length.

Fig. 16. Pareto sets for DE optimization of 10/22-p motor. (a) Stack length vs. efficiency. (b) Current
difference vs. efficiency. (c) Current difference vs. stack length.

It should be noted that there is no unique global best design in multi-objective problems. Instead, a
“best compromise” can be obtained based on the Pareto front in engineering practice. Thus, three
candidate optimal designs from the Pareto front are selected for 10/21-p and 10/22-p motors,
respectively. Their main parameters and performance are listed in Table V.
TABLE V Main Properties of the Optimal Designs

ℎ𝑔 (mm)
𝑅𝑠𝑖 (mm)
THD (%)
𝐿𝑑 (mH)
Shaft torque (Nm)
𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒 (%)
𝑃𝑓
Stack length (mm)
𝜂 (%)
𝐼𝑑𝑖𝑓

M1
0 53
35.47
9.38
3.37
60
2.75
0 882
72.96
91.36
0.4296

10/21-p
M2
0 82
39.96
5.35
5 83
60
1.86
0 702
80.12
90.26
0.0026

M-3
0.92
38.72
5.19
5.90
60
0.95
0.694
66.00
89 38
0.001 5

M-I
0.50
36.17
17.31
3.78
60
18.86
0.845
70.52
90.89
0.3136

10/22-p
M-II
0 78
38.06
13.06
5 56
60
22.84
0 709
78.62
90.55
0.0045

M-III
0.83
36.57
17.26
5 61
60
15.02
0 699
65.56
89.82
0.0012

It is interesting to note that the motors with wide CPSR (current difference is close to zero), e.g., M-2,
M-3, M-II, and M-III have relatively low power factor. The reason is that the motors with better fluxweakening capability require high inductance which leads to lower power factor mainly at the corner
speed. Compared to the 10/21-p motors, the 10/22-p motors have slightly higher torque density,
however, their THD and torque ripple are significantly higher due to the asymmetrical back-EMF
waveforms. Minimizing torque ripple is a typical requirement in high performance applications.
Therefore, the 10/21-p motors are preferable.

SECTION V. Prototype and Experimental Validation
Here, design M-3 is selected for prototyping due to the fact that it has almost
zero 𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 and 𝐼𝑐ℎ current difference, and therefore achieves very good flux-weakening capability and
fault-tolerance capability in the event of a short-circuit. Also it has a fairly small stack length which
indicates good torque density, while still possessing a relatively high efficiency, hence offering a good
tradeoff within the three optimization objectives. The prototype is shown in Fig. 17. The specifications
of the prototype are listed in Table VI.

Fig. 17. Prototype of the Five-phase FSPM Machine. (a) Stator. (b) Rotor.
TABLE VI The Specifications of the Prototype
Parameter
Shaft thickness (mm)
Bearing
Slot insulation
Wires
Ferromagnetic sheets
Material of PM
Rated phase voltage (V)
Rated phase current (A)
Output Power (kW)
Phase resistance (ohm)
𝑃𝐶𝑢 (W)
𝑃𝐹𝑒 (W)
𝑃𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 (W)
𝑃𝑓𝑤 (W)

Value
13.72
2⨉SKF61907(C=10.8kN, C0=7.8kN)
PASU(0.1mm, Class H, 180°C)
QZY-2/180(Wire diameter: 0.75mm, number of strands:5)
B35A300
NTP300/160(NdFeB, 𝐵𝑟 = 1.23T, 𝐻𝑐 = 886KA/m)
40.86
10
1.26
0.23
115.31
11.76
6.11
16.09

The flux density distribution plot of the prototyped motor at rated load is shown in Fig. 18. As can be
seen, a reasonable level of saturation is maintained in both the stator and rotor teeth. The thermal
distribution of the prototyped motor at steady state is shown in Fig. 19, while its transient maximum
temperature plot is shown in Fig. 20. The thermal analysis results indicate that the maximum
temperature of this motor (about 70 °C) is lower than the limitation of wire insulation, slot insulation,
and PM demagnetization, which are 180 °C, 180 °C, and 160 °C (see Table VI), respectively. The finiteelement predicted UMF of the prototyped motor at rated load is depicted in Fig. 21. The maximum
UMF is about 942N, which is much lower than the basic static loading rating of the bearing (2 × 7.8 kN,
see Table VI). Hence, this motor has the capability of long-term safe/stable operation.

Fig. 18. Flux density distribution plot of the prototyped motor at rated load.

Fig. 19. Thermal distribution of the prototyped motor at rated load. (a) Structure of the prototyped
motor. (b) Thermal distribution result.

Fig. 20. Transient maximum temperature plot of the prototyped motor at rated load.

Fig. 21. Finite-element predicted UMF of the prototyped motor. (a) UMF waveforms. (b) Loci of the
UMF.
The phase back-EMF validation under open circuit condition at 200 r/min is shown in Fig. 22. The
results show that both the CE-FEA and TS-FEA methods have satisfactory accuracy. In addition, it is
evident that the motor has fairly sinusoidal and symmetrical back-EMF waveform, which makes it
suitable for BLAC operation. This is also clear from the harmonic spectrum of the back-EMF waveform.

Fig. 22. (a) Predicted and measured back-EMF of the FSPM machine @ 200 r/min. (b) Harmonic
spectrum.
The measured and simulated Phase A self-inductances are shown in Fig. 23. The average measured
value is 8.03 mH, which is 9.6% higher than the TS-FEA prediction. This difference is due to the end
winding effect, manufacturing imperfections, and measurement inaccuracy. The frequency of the
measured self-inductance is twice the back-EMF frequency, which is consistent with the FEA simulation
results.

Fig. 23. Measured and FEA predicted Phase A self-inductance waveforms of the prototyped motor.
The torque waveforms of the prototyped motor from FEA predictions and experimental measurements
are shown in Fig. 24(a) and (b), respectively. It should be noted that the average electromagnetic
torque is slightly higher than the rated torque value of 60 Nm, due to the fact that mechanical losses
are neglected in the commercial FE simulation software (ANSYS/MAXWELL). More importantly, the
torque waveforms from CE-FEA and TS-FEA are in good agreement. In addition, significant signal
interference exists in the measured torque waveform [see Fig. 24(b)], which makes the measured
torque ripple difficult to identify. Similar phenomena are observed in ref. [33]. This is because the
measured torque ripple is composed of cogging torque, PWM switching effects, speed instability, and
mechanical friction and vibration. While in the simulated torque waveforms, only the cogging torque
predicted from FE simulation is added to the electromagnetic torque. Nevertheless, the average
measured torque is in acceptable agreement with the calculated rated torque of 60 Nm, although with
a discrepancy of about 11% caused by end-effects, imperfections of manufacturing and assembling
process, material properties variations, as well as measurement inaccuracies. Overall, it is fair to state
that the experimental results are in satisfactory agreement with the simulation ones.

Fig. 24. Torque waveforms of the prototyped motor. (a) Simulated results by CE-FEA and TS-FEA. (b)
Measured results.
The torque versus load angle at rated current are depicted in Fig. 25. This figure shows that the
measured and model-computed results are also in good agreement. The maximum torque is located
near a load angle equal to 90 electrical degrees, which means that the reluctance torque of the FSPM
motor is negligible and therefore, 𝑖𝑑 = 0 control mode is valid for this motor below the base speed.
The cogging torque waveform of the prototyped motor predicted by TS-FEA is shown in Fig. 26. The
maximum cogging toque is about 0.14 Nm.

Fig. 25. Torque versus load angle.

Fig. 26. Cogging torque waveform of the prototyped motor predicted by TS-FEA.
The efficiency and power factor maps of the prototyped motor are shown in Fig. 27(a) and (b),
respectively. They are calculated using FEA with 3200 sample operating points equidistantly distributed
throughout the torque-speed plane. As can be seen, the extended range of high-efficiency contour is
wide, which is of significant importance for the designed motor in traction applications in which the
operating points is continuously changing. While the power factor map is a typical one for traction
applications.

Fig. 27. Efficiency and power factor maps of the prototyped motor. (a) Efficiency map. (b) Power factor
map.

SECTION VI. Conclusion
In this paper, four different topologies of five-phase outer-rotor FSPM machines were compared in
detail. The comparison included torque characteristics in the low-speed region, flux-weakening
capability in the high-speed region, and the fault-tolerance capability. As a result, the E-core motor
emerged as the most promising candidate for further comprehensive consideration.
In order to reduce the computational burden, the CE-FEA technique was redeveloped for multi-phase
(greater than 3) machines under both the symmetrical and asymmetrical conditions. It is shown that
the CE-FEA method is even more effective for these categories of multi-phase motors. When CE-FEA
results are compared to results from the TS-FEA method, satisfactory accuracy and significant
reduction of execution time are achieved, based on the results provided by two case-studies of FSPM
machines with 10/21-p and 10/22-p combinations.
Based on the advantages of the proposed CE-FEA method, a large-scale optimization of the two FSPM
machines was implemented using the DE algorithm, in which, the performances in both the low- and
high-speed regions were taken into consideration. Consequently, the optimal designs of the E-core
10/21-p and 10/22-p FSPM machines obtained from the Pareto fronts were found superior and hence
selected and compared. Accordingly, a design was selected for prototyping. Finally, the prototype and
experimental results verified the validity of the proposed analysis process given in this paper.
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